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Minecraft shapeshifter mod 1.15.2
Homepage » Minecraft Mods » Morphing Mod 1.12.2/1.7.10 (Morph Into Any Mob Ever) Author: iChun ❘ July 30, 2020 ❘ 3943350 views Morphing Mod 1.12.2/1.7.10 (Morph) allows the player to Morph into any mob after killing it. You can browse any morph you have and you can become anything at any time. It's the ultimate disguise. This is also
compatible with any mod that brings in a live device, so if you've added orespawn per say it will work on the bosses themselves. The way you transform into mobs is so unique, it takes every model piece from a mob and dissembles it and resembles that of the player. Morphing Mod allows you to take on the shape and abilities of various mobs throughout the
game. When you kill a mob you will absorb its essence and immediately become it! Each mob has special abilities that you will give once you have transformed. Being a chicken, for example, will allow you to float gently to the ground instead of until your death. Spider will allow you to climb walls and swimming can be achieved by being an octopus. Features:
Abilities By default when morphed, the player will get any ability as mob possessed, good and bad. There are currently 14 different abilities. Raw Name references to the name that must be used in the Morph configuration file. Morph Skill Having mod installed will not mean you can morph. A meteorite will accidentally crash near a non-afk player, leaving a
trail of destruction. There will be noticeable SFX so that the player does not miss it. Only a meteorite should fall into the world. There will be a config option to disable meteorite grief and is enabled by default. Can block interference instead of destruction. A special mob and device will spawn with the meteorite. These will be needed to Morph. They will be
thick-loaded. The device provides basic morph skills. Killing a mob still unlocks his morph. Morphs are limited and may eventually run out. Can transform into elements, but it's just a one-time use. Mob is a boss named The Thing. It will avoid the player until it is ready. Spawns when the meteorite explodes. Will hunt other bullies and acquire their morphs. The
more bullies it kills, the harder it is to kill. When it gets stronger, it will attack the player. If it kills the player, it will get their warp and pick up his/her items. When health is low, it escapes by sprinting, flying or otherwise. The difficulty level will be scaled by the number of people online. When it is killed, an item to be used to upgrade the device mentioned earlier
falls. The device is used to unlock morphs. If the object is broken, a new thing is spawned. Balancing skills must be learned. They are taught by using morph with the ability. Some abilities will be unlocked by default. Allergies Negative effects during some morphs. Higher chance of allergy as the player gets more The player's body will eventually fight the
allergy and expel it. This creates an entity of morph that caused it. Screenshots: How to use: When the player kills a mob for the first time, the device is absorbed. To transform into that mob, use the left and right brackets ([ ], default) to open and navigate the morph selection screen. Hold Shift to go between different types of same mob. When the desired
mob is selected, press enter to start morph. On the morph menu, you can add to your favorite, go to the mob you like, and press ~, hold to open your favorite menu. Requires: Minecraft Forge iChun Util. How to install: Make sure you've already installed Minecraft Forge and iChun Util. Locate the minecraft application folder. In windows open Run from the
Start menu, type %appdata% and click Run. On the Mac Open Finder, hold down ALT, and then click Go Library on the top menu bar. Open the Application Support folder and look for Minecraft. Place the mod you have just downloaded (.jar file) in the Mods folder. When you start Minecraft and click the mods button, you should now see that the mod is
installed. Morphing Mod 1.12.2/1.7.10 Download Links: For Minecraft 1.6.2 Download from Server 1 – Download from Server 2 – Download from Server 3 For Minecraft 1.6.4 Download from Server 1 – Download from Server 2 – Download from Server 3 For Minecraft 1.7.2 Download from Server 1 1 – Download from Server 2 - Download from Server 3 For
Minecraft 1.7.10 Download from Server 1 - Download from Server 2 - Download from Server 3 For Minecraft 1.12.2 Download from Server 1 - Download from Server 2 - Download from Server 3 Tags: Are you one of the people who always goes to Comicon dressed up in your favorite costume character? If the answer is yes and you love cosplaying, then
Morph Mod 1.16.4/1.15.2 will add tons of fun to your Minecraft experience! What is Morph mod? Morph mod allows you to transform your original Minecraft character into another mob you want. It doesn't matter if it's an animal, a mob or other character, even those added by other mods you install! Yes, you can eventually become any character of any mod, if
it is alive, then you can turn into it. This includes all skin and clothing, but also their abilities. This is by far the best part of the Morph mod that you can adopt all the good skills of the mob you become. By this we mean you can do what the character does, so if you turn into a monkey, you will be able to climb any tree you want if you turn into a bird, you will fly,
and if you turn into a pokèmon, you will also get their powers. This capacity results quite usefully to accomplish many tasks in the game that you could not achieve with your usual human character. But be careful! Remember that you are completely becoming a different character, so that will come along with the skills. If you become an octopus, you will be
able to swim, but you will not survive out of the water. Each negative function such as less life, sensitivity to some elements or elements, etc. will be adopted as well. How to use mod to transform into any mob? So, what do you need to do to put this mod into action and turn into your favorite character? Well, you have to kill it. It sounds simple, but it can be
difficult. Some mobs are great and can help you accomplish many impossible tasks, but they are fierce and difficult to kill. If you do not kill the mob, you will not be able to turn into it as only when you die it; You get the essence of that mob to represent it. So you killed the mob now, but how do you get to it? Well, easy, you have to access the GUI where all the
bullies you killed will be shown. To do this, press the button right next to 0 on your keyboard and then scroll with the arrows to select the character you want to become. When you find the one you want to represent, click enter and in no time the transformation will be done. You can also select a favorites list by clicking the key right next to L on your keyboard
while on top of its thumbnail an el GUI. How to install Morph Mod? Download Forge 1.16.4 as always according to the game's version. This time you need to download iChunUtil.Download the correct Morph mod 1.16.4 version for you. Run the Forge.Paste iChunUtil download file in . Minecraft/modGet repeat the previous step, but with the Morph mod
download file. Run the game, and that's all! Download Morph Mod 1.16.4 For Minecraft 1.16✔ 1.15.x ✔ 1.14.x ✔ 1.13.2 ✔ 1.12.2 ✔ ✔ &lt;3&gt; 1.11.2 ✔ 1.9.4 ✔ 1.8.9 ✔ 1.7.10 The Morph Mod allows you to take on the shape and abilities of various mobs throughout the game. When you kill a mob you will absorb its essence and immediately become it! Each
mob has special abilities that you will give once you have transformed. Being a chicken, for example, will allow you to float gently to the ground instead of until your death. Spider will allow you to climb walls. And swimming can be achieved by being an octopus. But with the good there are inevitably some bad effects with certain mobs. If you wanted to be a
zombie or skeleton, you might get stuck to stay indoors or go out just at night. And Enderman is a little sensitive to water. You can even transform into former mobs that you've already turned into with the easy-to-use GUI. That way, you can keep the mobs you want to turn into in your back pocket when you need it. All you have to do is press either left [ or
right ] bracket keys to scroll through your options. Then hit enter to morph. This mod requires iChun API to be installed as well, found (here). Download NedForumInstall Guide Morph Mod, 4.00 / 5 (6178 votes) So I came the Morph Mod that let's you turn into some mob after you killed it but can not seem to find a download for 1.15, I'm on 1.15.2, was just
curious if someone has a viable link for it anywhere? Thanks for your help! Page 2 12 comments
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